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A Distributed Object Oriented Approach for Parallel VOD Systems 1,2



A.d'Acierno, G. De Pietro IRSIP-CNR, Via P. Castellino 111 80131 Napoli, Italy



Abstract. This paper describes a Distributed Object Oriented approach for VOD systems. We discuss the architectural organization of video server, and we propose a new architecture called Split-Proxy. The handling of video streams through the use of an OODBMS is then described. Finally, experimental results to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution are shown and commented. Keywords:VOD,Distributed Object,OODBMS CORBA



1. Introduction Interactive multimedia technology has seen a great deal of recent attention since it will allow its users the flexibility of selecting and receiving specific information (unlike traditional television delivery mechanism, in which the user is a passive participant receiving what the provider offers) [3]. Moreover, the traditional television system is limited to provide only audio and video streams and no integration with other type of information is possible. Although these limitations don’t burden on the utility of the actual television, the possible diffusion of an interactive and multimedia television system opens new interesting economic prospective for producers and end-users. For this reason, many telecommunication industries and research groups are employing a lot of their resources to study the feasibility of this new video service, nowadays known as Video on Demand (VoD) defined as a collection of services like:
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Movies on Demand. Customers can select and play movies with full and more VCR capabilities.



¾ ¾ ¾



Interactive News Television. Customers navigate inside a virtual newspaper selecting and deepening only desired news. Distance Learning. Customers subscribe to courses being taught at remote sites. Students tailor courses to individual preferences and time constraints. Video Conferencing. Customers can negotiate with each other. This service can integrate audio, video, text, and graphics.



These interactive services can be classified into several categories based on the amount of interactivity allowed:



¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾



Broadcast: these are the services where the user is a passive participant. Pay-Per-View (PPV): similar to existing cable TV’s; here the user signs up and pays for specific programming. Quasi Video-on-Demand (Q-VoD): here users are grouped and rudimentary temporal control activities can be performed by switching to a different group. Near Video-on-Demand (N-VoD): functions like fast forward and reverse play are simulated by transitions in discrete time intervals. True Video-on-Demand (T-VoD): here the user has complete control over the session presentation.



While PPV, Q-VoD and N-VoD are suitable for services where interaction is very limited (e.g., watching a movie), T-VoD requires the use of a bi-directional signal so that the user should be able to play a film with full (virtual) VCR capabilities (Movies-on-Demand). The last service is the more interesting one; its fundamental innovation is that it will allow the users to select the programs they want to view
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at the time they want. The programs are provided on demand by a video server and distributed to the requesting user through a broadband switching and access network [7]. Other functionality could include:



¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾



from the architectural point of view and as concerns the Data Base Management Systems. With regard the DBMS, the use of ObjectOriented DBMS (OODBMS) seems to be the best approach for storing VOD data, since traditional DBMS’s and file server usually are not well suited for handling multimedia data. With regards to the video server structure, parallel architectures have been introduced for VoD applications in order to overcome problems related to the lack of performance, fault tolerance, and efficient mass storage systems. This lead to the implementation of parallel video servers, for which different approaches can be followed In this paper we discuss the architectural organization of video server, and we propose a new architecture called Split-Proxy. Moreover, the handling of video streams through the use



Accessibility to related extra information. The ability of skip (or insert at view-time) commercials. The ability of skip scenes with, for example, violence. The ability to define user profiles used as filter to screen-out unwanted programming. Interfaces to view parallel media streams. The ability of build interactive movies at view-time.



Not surprisingly, to implement T-VoD (or simply VoD, the most difficult) computers, low-bandwidth connection
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Figure 1. Split-proxy architecture: the proxies are split in two modules. One (px1) to interact to the client and another one (px2) to send stream data from the storage server to the client. communication and television are converging [9]. A typical VOD system mainly consists of:



¾ ¾ ¾



a video server, storing data streams and providing functionalities for streams handling and connections with end-users; a communication network, for stream delivery; video client, providing functionalities for connecting with the video server and for streams visualization.



Since a VoD server has to pump data streams to the final clients through a communication network, care has to be paid in the design and implementation of the storage system, both



of an OODBMS is described. Finally, experimental results to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution are given.



2. The Split-Proxy Approach In a parallel video server, the data streams are striped across disks that usually belong to the same file system. The data striping can be provided as a facility of the operating system running on the machine, by special devices (e.g. disk arrays) or can be managed at higher abstraction level by programmers. A combination of these three approaches is also possible.



To have the client displaying the stream, clearly the data (split across the disks) have to be ordered and merged. This task is performed by a software or hardware module called proxy, which of course knows the system's configuration (number and address of data servers, data locations, striping policy). There are three main solutions to implement the proxy [5]: 1. At the server computer. One proxy is placed on each storage server and all servers are locally connected through an interconnection network. Each proxy manages the data retrieving from its storage system and requests to the other proxies the data placed elsewhere. Finally, the proxy combines the gathered data, and delivers them to the connected client. 2. At an independent computer. Independent proxies run on different processors with respect to the storage server processes. The back-end storage servers and proxies processors are connected through an internal high-speed interconnection network. 3. At the client computer. The proxy functionality is moved to the client side. Clients need to be equipped with additional software modules and/or hardware in order to combine data coming from storage servers into a single video stream suitable for the video-client application. Here we propose a new approach (Split-Proxy architecture, see figure 1) based on the independent-proxy architecture. In the following we will refer to the machines where the physical video streams are stored as storage servers, while the machines that interacts among clients and storage servers will be named video servers. Consider the independent proxy architecture: the video stream flow from the storage servers to the video server, on which the proxy first merges the information and after sends them to the client. The basic idea behind our proposal consists of skipping the first data transfer, by directly sending the stream information from the storage servers to the client. To reach this goal, we split the proxy into two modules: the first (px1) running on a video server processor, the latter (px2) running on the storage server processor. Clearly, the two modules have different functionalities. The px1 module acts as the entry point for the client, thus showing the available services, interacting for choosing the desired video



stream and accepting the video-transport requests issued by the client. When a video stream request is accepted, the px1 module activates the px2 modules on all the storage servers that will participate to the stream delivering. During the stream transport, when some data must be delivered, the px1 module chooses the right px2 (i.e. the module on which storage server the data are stored) and activates the transmission. Each px2 module, in facts, listens for transmission requests coming from the px1 module and works to send the stream's pieces required directly to the client. When the piece has been sent, the px2 module communicates this event to the px1 module and waits for a new request. Therefore, the px2 module can be viewed as a bridge that directly connects the storage server to the corresponding client. This implies that a client must have multiple network connections: one to the px1 module to send requests and one to each px2 module involved to receive the video stream. This doesn't necessary mean that several distinct physical links must connect the client to the proxy modules, but in many circumstances a low-bandwidth connection can be used to communicate to the px1 module (like a telephone line), while a large-bandwidth connection has to be adopted to receive the stream from the px2 modules.



3. The Movie Data Base The movies database has to store both content and structure of the multimedia information. To provide the methods for controlling a MPEG-encoded video stream, by emulating the typical commands of a VCR (play, pause, fast forward, rewind) we consider the minimum logical unit of the MPEG encoding schema, the frame. An MPEG stream is, hence, a sequence of I, P, e B frames grouped by using a pattern that is typically fixed at the time of encoding (GOP, Group Of Pictures). In the MPEG encoding each frame has its own information content and, as a result, the implementation of the various methods is sensitive to the particular frame and inter-frame dependencies. In fact, to implement the rewind operation, it is necessary to consider only the I-frames, whereas for fast forward I and P frames can be considered. Figure 2 shows the object model of the movie database by using the OMT Class Diagram formalism.



The database schema consists of a core entity, the Film, logically stored in a set of Archives, which provide more modularity and flexibility for the film; each Archive is then segmented into a set of logical units, the Scene: to each Scene are associated, at load time, two integer values that measure the violence and the sex content; at play time if an user-defined threshold is exceeded, such a critical Scene is discarded. Each Scene is subdivided into a set Sequence, according to the physical structure of the MPEG-encoded video stream; each sequence is a set of GOP. Last, each GOP is an ordered set of Frame, each of which can be an IFrame, a BFrame as well as a PFrame. In the same figure, there are some classes supporting the additional information contents of the movie database. These are the possible Generes of the Film an user can play, the Session an user starts to play a film, all the



At present, we implemented just two methods of this interface, Select and Read. The Select method allows the query formulation and interpretation while the Read method reads the results row by row.



4 Implementation Details For the hardware implementation of both video and storage server we have used a preliminary version of the CS-3 machine produced by Quadrics Supercomputers World (QSW). This parallel computer can be viewed as a cluster of SMP nodes t moment connected through a Fast Ethernet network. Each node is essentially provided of four Ultra2 250 MHz SPARC processors equipped with 512 Mbytes of central memory; the system is equipped with 20 disks with a capacity of 4 Gbytes for each one, stripped by RAID level 5. For the client hardware, we used Intel



Figure 2. The OMT Class Diagram for the movie Database. information about the Artists who interprets a Character in a film or directs the selected film. Moreover, for a film we can store Reviews. The user can “navigate” the database using the View Interface, and he can formulate queries; the View interface, developed by following the DCM-CC specifications, provides an object whose methods allow to query the database by means of SQL-like statements, so giving a relational view of the object-oriented database.



Pentium 2 processors equipped with 64 Mbytes and a board for hardware decoding of MPEG-2 video streams. In order to increase the client number for the simulations, a Unix client has been also implemented: for the sake of simplicity, it does not decode the received stream but simply throw away the data consuming the same rate required by the real clients.



From the software point of view, we adopted the distributed object approach for both video server and client. In particular, a CORBA[8] compliant environment has been used as middle-ware layer, and the modules have been coded using C++. The product we are using in our project as OODBMS is ObjectStore that provides an unified programming interface to both persistently and transiently allocated data, through a tight integration with C++; in other words, the ODBMS and the programming language share the same data model and the resulting unified interface yields access speed for persistent objects. In fact, Object access in ObjectStore means de-referencing what looks like a standard C++ pointers. Performance for ObjectStore thus boils down to ensuring that the amount of time required to de-reference pointers to persistent objects is as close as possible to that of transient objects. ObjectStore does this through the use of a unique Virtual Memory Mapping Architecture (VMMA) that involves sophisticated memory mapping, caching, and clustering techniques. Moreover, ObjectStore provides the integration, through the Object Adapter module, into the distributed CORBA environment. The overall software architecture for the VoD service and the functionalities of each module has been developed according to the DSM-CC standard. This standard essentially defines the core interfaces for the user-to-user communications at the ISO-OSI layer 7 (application specific layer). The DSM-CC primitives are based on the MPEG delivery system, and works are in progress to make the DSM-CC as an integral part of the MPEG-2 standard. The interfaces are described by the OMG IDL [4] in the perspective of using the CORBA standard as development environment to produce interoperable applications in a client/server scenario. The main interfaces defined in the DSM-CC standard are:



¾ Service Gateway interface. This interface



¾



provides the methods for browsing and discovering other services, authentication of end-user, registration of new service and new users, resolution of connections between clients and servers, and managing, opening and resuming of sessions. Directory interface. This interface provides the methods for the management



¾



of a name space where objects and data are registered and subsequently retrieved. Stream interface. This interface defines the essential methods for controlling continuous media stream playing. The methods extend the typical command offered by a VCR.



As concerns the storage server and using the adopted data model (figure 2), to play a film simply means to play each element of an array of Archives and so forth until each Frame is actually played. Trivially, the fast forward method simply means “play a film skipping BFrames”; while rewind means “play a film in reverse order skipping BFrames and PFrames”; of course “reverse order” simply means that arrays have to be traversed from last position to the first one. Since each Frame, according to the MPEG standard, contains its own start time we can easily define start and end time of each GOP, the start and end time of each Sequence and so on. Methods like SeekToSecond are so fast and easy to implement. As concerning the actual implementation there are two possibilities. First we can have a full-database approach in which, each Frame, has an attribute (an array of char) that contains the data to be played. The second possibility (half-database) assumes that each Frame has just two attributes (an array of char and an unsigned long) that represents the name of the file and the relative offset to retrieve (from the standard file-system) the data to be played. About the network, our VoD system is for the moment based on multiple Fast Ethernet networks that assure a physical bit rate of 100 Mbits per second. In particular, we have grouped several clients and one storage server on more isolated networks. In this way, we have obtained more clusters of VoD subsystem all controlled by the same video server, dividing the data stream traffic to each cluster.



5 Experimental Results Some tests have been performed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of both the splitproxy approach and of the database organization. We used three Symmetric Multi Processor (SMP) modules: one for clients, one for the video server on which run the px1 module and one for the storage server on which run the px2 module, all connected through a Fast Ethernet network. Different



Dbase Implementation No-database Half-database Full-database



− EN is an efficiency factor taking into account the protocol overhead, − NS in the bit rate provided by the network,



rate (Mbit/sec)



operating conditions have been tested, by changing the number of active clients and the bit-rate of the video-streams. We evaluated the database organization separately. The tests have been performed on the storage server module, using a stripped file-system; (4 controllers and 8Kbyte of strip-size). As preliminary test-case we used 16 minutes of a film coded in MPEG2 at 4 Mbits/secs. It has been assumed that just a consumer process simply reads data (i.e. no visualization is performed); this of course allows to stress both the Database Server and the I/O system. The obtained results are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Bit rate sustained by the network for each client in a split-proxy architecture. The bit rate requested is of 3 Mbits/sec.
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Note that the half-database approach allows to obtain a performance that is reasonably high compared with the no-database approach (the fastest one), while offers many of the advantages of a typical DBMS (data integrity, transaction processing, data access control, concurrency control). The full-database approach, on the other hand, offers the DBMS advantages also on the stream data. Several measurements have been taken by some software monitors inserted into all critical points of the system. To test our prototype we adopted the no-database approach in which, for each MPEG data stream, there are two files associated, one representing all the data coded into MPEG protocol, and the other being a set of records (one for each frame) storing the offset and the header of each frame. Of course, the main bottleneck is represented by the network. Due to the characteristics of the Fast Ethernet networks, in absence of overhead related to proxy server communications, we have estimated the number of clients that can be simultaneously served to be equal to:



− EI is the network interface efficiency,
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Table 1. Storage System Throughput.
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Throughput 30 MB/secs 28 MB/secs 3.5 MB/secs
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Figure 4. Bit rate sustained by the network for each client in a split-proxy architecture. The bit rate requested is of 4 Mbits/sec. − SBR is the stream bit rate. By means of speed test, we have estimated that the overhead factor EIEN is equal to 0.8. As we used for the performance measurement a Fast Ethernet network, Ns is 100 Mbits/s. If we suppose to deliver all the streams at same bit rate, by applying (1), we have that the maximum number of clients that can be simoultaneously served is Nc≅27 Nc=20



for SBR=3Mbit/s for SBR=4Mbit/s



In the figures 3 and 4 is shown the maximum number of clients for typical video transmission rates. Results show that the limit of the number of clients that can be simultaneously served with a costant bit rate (25 for 3Mbit/s streams and 17 for 4 Mbit/s streams) are very close to the estimated numbers by applying the equation 1.
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6 Conclusions In this paper, we have proposed the split-proxy architecture for implementing parallel video servers. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the approach for SMP machines. As explained in the previous sections, both the proxy-at-server and independent-proxy solutions require a double bandwidth due to a double step for the videodata transmission: the first from the storage servers to the video server, the second from this to the video client. Our solution aims to avoid this last passage using a direct connection from the storage server to the client. However, when the video data are stripped across more storage servers in order to achieve a load balancing across all the storage servers, there is the problem for connection switching. To overcome this problem, we are studying a solution based on dynamic connections between the proxies on the storage server side (the px2 modules) and the video clients, capable to switch on fly the client connection to the server which contain the needed data. Moreover, we proposed a data model for a database of movies able to provide VCR-like functionality’s. We discussed two possible implementations and we showed some preliminary results. A subtle question we are working on is the following: when methods different from the play are defined on the Frame, since stream data are outside the object, the application lacks of the data-hiding property. This maybe means that a Transient version of the Frame object has to be developed
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